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Background 

▪ The survey was done from the Rosie creek to the mouth of Limmen To around beatrice and Maria Island

▪ The last know survey was done in 2004 from a copper on the intertidal areas.
▪ The Marra and yanyuwa have lived and traveled all along the coast to the Limmen river and out to Marie 
▪ The research was to help marra people to know how many areas have sea grass and if their healthy how .
▪ Marra and yanyuwa only see the shallow bits of sea grass if hunting for dugongs or sea turtles so going out 

a bit deeper to look was good. 
▪ Seagrass is imported to marra people as sea turtles and dugongs eat the seagrass and sea creatures live in 

or around seagrass meadows.
▪ The sea turtles and dugongs are a way of life for the marra people not just for eating e.g., dancing, 

paintings, dreaming’s songlines and stories.
▪ If country is not healthy then marra family's will not feel good or healthy.
▪ The Commonwealth was put in place, but no surveys were done to see what seagrass was on their and if 

any amount of sea turtles or dugongs were found close could aid for future surveys on them.    
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Method 

3 boats were used
Large charter boat live aboard 
Mabunji sea ranger 
NTG Parks and wildlife

Pull data together 
Develop survey plan 
-helicopter intertidal -biggest low tides to map the most 
seagrass possible 
2000 sites 



Planning

Modelling and mapping
Survey Plan  in Limmen area 
Yellow area chopper 
Green dotes sites to do camera drops



Data sheet

The site number 
Depth of the water 
How many  knots 
Animal spices found in catching bag on sled tow
Grab for seagrass
If any turtles or dugongs were spotted 

 



Small boat data collection 

Once at site tag the site on laptop

Turn on camera then drop it down to bottom 

Fill out sheet and watch for seagrass 

Let the camera drop 2-4 times depends 
if seagrass found

If seagrass found do a drop grab with special tool 
and bag seagrass   



Tow sled data collection
When approaching a site tag it on the laptop 

Turn Camera on and drop down to bottom 

Fill out data sheet and watch camera for sea grass 

Let it drag on the bottom for 100 meters 

Pull camera back up and check catching bag for seagrass and marine animals if any found

put info on sheet and take pictures and bag any seagrass for sample 

testing.

Head to next site 



Conclusion 

Doing this survey with Rangers was good as they learned how to do the survey so in the years to 

come they will be able to help out more and conduct the surveys on their own.

Having me out on doing and learning was good experience and hope to be involved in future. 
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